Anonymous evaluation near end of Math 147, Summer 2012

Note: Math 147 is not quite over yet (you have to complete your two observed
guest lectures). Also, of course, some of the things learned will only become
appreciated as your teaching progresses over the next 2 years and beyond... 

• State two theories of learning. *Only joking.*

• Were there any topics you’d like to have covered more?

• Were there any topics you’d like to have covered less?

• Workload of course: on scale 1 (too little) to 5 (unmanageable)?

(Please take into account that Math 147 counts for 2 graduate courses)

• Discuss if you would prefer the course to be stretched over a longer period
  of time, e.g. to allow longer to prepare for camps? (Math 147 used to take
  10 weeks rather than 6 weeks; we compressed it to give you more research
time in the summer).

• Did you find the visits from other offices (DCAL, OPAL, Deans, ASP, etc)
  useful?

• What did you like about the course?

• What could be improved about the course? (Please use back side if need)